
June 8
th
, 2012 

CEMEDINE Co., Ltd. 

Gate City Ohsaki East Tower 18
th
, 1-11-2, Osaki, 

Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141-8620, Japan 

Dear Customers, 

Announcement Regarding Imitation of Our Products 

 

It has been reported that a faked SUPER-X No.8008 Clear (#) is distributed in the market. We therefore 

would like to inform you of the result of our inspection and analysis so that you can pay attention not to use the fake 

product. We are not liable for any damages caused by using the fake one. 

 

Product Name: CEMEDINE SUPER-X No.8008 Clear (#) (135ml in tube) 

 

The differences between the fake and our official product are as following; 

〔Product Appearance〕 

It is difficult to determine at a glance whether it is real or not, however comparing with real one, we can find 

some differences such as quality in printing, the character used and the way of manufacturing tube, and so on.  

    

(SUPER-X No.8008 CLEAR #)       (SUPER-X No.8008 CLEAR #) 品川区    (FAKE ONE) 品川區 
No Address Printed on Tube 
 
〔Contents and components〕 

It needs more investigation to find the differences in curing of each material. The fake one has a problem with 

long term heat resistance and, depending on certain conditions, deterioration of the fake adhesive might progress 

faster. 

In addition, our componential analysis shows that we have detected completely different components. In the 

fake one, dibutyltin compounds and tributyltin compounds which we do not use were detected. Therefore, if you use 

the fake one, you do not comply with REACH regulation in EU and probably do not fulfill your customer’s sourcing 

regulations, and consequently it can bring serious problems to your customers.  

〔Request to customers〕 

If you are not sure or cannot tell whether it is real or not, make sure to ask our sales representatives 

immediately.  

〔Our corresponding〕 

Although we still keep inspecting the distribution channel of the fake one, our investigation is not completed and 

we have not wiped its distribution out yet. When you purchase Super-X, make sure it is via our official distribution 

channel. Please be aware that, if we cannot tell it is our official product, we cannot provide you with any documents 

to certificate it is Super-X. In addition, we await your questions or concern to our other products, please let us know. 


